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Presentation Notes
Introduction ● Good afternoon and thank you for this opportunity 	● Honored to represent US government, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  	● Looking forward to developing our working relationship as we look to shape the energy/electricity industries within our borders● I am proud of the success we’ve had in the US of developing a diverse generation resource mix and pleased to share how we’ve opened our electricity system to renewable resources and new technologies like storage 	● And although our regulatory structures are quite different, as we will discuss, I believe there is so much we can learn from each other 



US FERC Overview 
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Set the Stage  ● I’d like to start with a brief overview of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ● I will then review the system of regulation in the US before discussing our efforts to integrate large amounts of renewable energy and other new resources of generation onto the grid



What is the US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission? 

FERC is an independent Federal Agency with the following regulatory responsibilities: 

• Oversight of electric transmission and wholesale sales rates and services under the Federal Power Act 

• Hydroelectric dam licensing and safety under the Federal Power Act 

• Natural gas pipeline transportation rates and services under the Natural Gas Act 

• Reliability of the Bulk Power System under the Energy Policy Act of 2005 

• Review of applications for interstate gas pipelines, LNG facilities, and other special projects under the 
Natural Gas Act 

• Enforcement and monitoring against manipulation of organized energy markets under the Energy 
Policy Act of 2005 
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● Generally, FERC is responsible for overseeing the reliability of the nation’s Bulk Power System.  That phrase references electric facilities that are 100 kV and above.  ● We also exercise jurisdiction over regional transmission organizations and independent system operators. We oversee wholesale energy markets and ensure that rates charged at the wholesale level are just and reasonable.  ● We hear applications for special projects such as hydropower facilities, interstate natural gas pipelines and liquefied natural gas terminals, and determine whether they are consider whether they are in the public interest. ● In addition, FERC also monitors wholesale energy markets to prevent manipulation and ensure markets are operating as intended—benefiting consumers   ● Finally, our Office of Energy Infrastructure Security actively monitors potential threats to the energy network—physical, cyber—and works with other federal/state agencies and industry to implement new security rules/standards   ● FERC’s jurisdiction derives from the Federal Power Act, Natural Gas Act and includes oversight over hydropower projects, oil pipelines, natural gas pipelines, and electricity



What is the US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission? 

Who are the Commissioners? 

• Nominated by the President of the United States 
and confirmed by the Senate for staggered  
five-year terms, chair designated by the President  

• Have requisite experience, background, education 

• Independent from political influence  
 --No more than three commissioners from one party, agency decisions reviewed  
 by a federal court 

• Independent from stakeholder influence  
 --Agency actions determined by public record; Private discussions in contested case-specific 
 proceedings are prohibited by ex-parte regulation 
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Independence ● Importantly, FERC is an independent agency 	● Our decisions are based on the law and public records/comments we receive 	● Quasi-judicial● Agency consists of five commissioners who are appointed by the President of the United States and confirmed by the US Senate 	● No more than 3 members can be from one political party  ● Bipartisan operation means one party cannot overly influence agency decisions, which can only be reviewed/overturned by a federal court ● At the moment FERC is in a unique situation: We only have three commissioners and we are all Democrats 	● Incoming administration will have three seats to fill, one of whom will become chairman



FERC Processes-- 
How We Carry Out Our Work 
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How We Carry Out Our Work ● With this as a backdrop, I’d like to discuss how we carry out our work as mandated by our guiding statutes



How We Carry Out Our Work 

Rulemakings 

• Developed through the rulemaking process. A petition for a rulemaking can arise from the energy 
industry, specific companies, stakeholders, the public, and the agency itself 

Rate-setting/Administrative Hearings Process 

• Administrative hearings are held to resolve contested proceedings, such as appeals of Commission 
orders or complaints. Rate cases are set for hearing if proposed rates, terms and conditions have not 
been shown to be just and reasonable, and may be unduly discriminatory or otherwise unlawful 

Reliability 

• We oversee the reliability and security of the nation's bulk power system through the approval of 
mandatory reliability standards, and resilience and cyber security efforts  
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How We Do What We Do ● Rulemakings  	● Recent major rulemakings include: Order 1000 on transmission planning, Order 745 on incorporating demand response in wholesale electricity markets, Order No. 809 on gas-electricity 	coordination, Order No. 830 on GMDs ● Rate-setting ● Electric Grid Reliability--Most important responsibility 	● Congress in Energy Policy Act of 2005 granted FERC oversight authority over North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) 	● NERC develops and enforces reliability standards; FERC oversees the development and review of standards, as well as compliance. ● Mission: protect and improve reliability and security of the nation’s bulk-power system and address potential issues like cyber and physical security, federal environmental rules, GMDs● Transparency 	● All of our decisions are made with multiple opportunities for public comment	● Frequent technical conferences/workshops on specific issues—storage, transmission development, renewable energy development—provide opportunity for us to gauge impact of proposed/possible rulemakings and receive public feedback 



FERC Processes – Consumer Protection 

Just and Reasonable Rates 

• Bedrock foundation of our consumer protection 
 --Rates charged by jurisdictional utilities must be fair, just, and reasonable (rate cases) 

Office of Enforcement 

• Protects consumers through market oversight and surveillance; assuring compliance with tariffs, rules, 
regulations, and orders; detecting, auditing, and investigating potential violations; and crafting 
appropriate remedies, including civil penalties and other measures. 

• Initiates and executes investigations of possible violations of the Commission's rules, orders, and 
regulations relating to energy market structures, activities, and participants. Recommends remedies to 
address violations and, where authorized, pursues remedies through negotiation or litigation.  
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● Consumer Protection 	● Just and reasonable rates for wholesale energy services—bedrock of our consumer protection 		● Rates charged by jurisdictional utilities must be fair, just, reasonable  ● Office of Enforcement monitors wholesale energy markets to guard against manipulation, bad actors ● Congress gave FERC authority to penalize market participants in reaction to the 2000-2002 Western Energy Crisis 



Electricity Regulation  
in the US 
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Electricity Regulation in the US ● A unique element of our regulatory structure in the US is how responsibilities are divided between the federal government in Washington and the states  ● Important because US energy policy is derived from both the state and federal government 	While states are very active, US Congress passes laws concerning the energy sector and federal agencies are also empowered to develop policies and rulemakings	Because of all of this work that is occurring, federal rules are needed to ensure that the reliability of the system is maintained and that all generation  resources have equal access to 	wholesale electricity markets



Federal (FERC) and State Regulatory Responsibilities 

Electricity Regulation in US is Shared between FERC and the States 

• As established in the Federal Power Act, Interstate Commerce Act, FERC is responsible for 
overseeing reliability and affordability of the wholesale energy markets 
 --Interstate electricity transmission owners, RTOs/ISOs, organized electricity markets 
 --Assuring all generation resources (traditional, renewable) have non-discriminatory access  
 to wholesale transmission system 

• State Public Utility Commissions are responsible for local/retail reliability and affordability 
 --Regulation of retail electricity and natural gas sales to consumers 
 --Approval for the physical construction of electric generation facilities 
 --Establishment of public policies such as renewable portfolio standards, demand response 

• Some utilities are exempt from both FERC and state regulation, including the activities of the municipal 
power systems, federal power marketing administrations, rural electrical systems 
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● Allows for innovation and deployment of renewable energy, demand response, smart-grid technologies where feasible ● For example: States with ample renewable resources such as CA, Texas, etc., have taken the lead on developing wind and solar programs designed to increase penetration of new and emerging technologies ● Promotes fuel diversity—all of the above 



Federal (FERC) and State Regulatory Responsibilities 

Regional 
Transmission 
Organizations 
(RTO) and 
Independent 
System 
Operators (ISO) 
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● FERC Responsibility—Fuel neutrality/Ensure all resources have access to wholesale market ● Non-discrimination/Restructuring: Open access rules require utilities/transmission owners to give non-discriminatory access to their transmission system to competitors—important for new resources such as wind, solar, and storage ● Utilities in 7 geographic regions turned over control of their transmission system to independent operators  ● Independent operators must be non-discriminatory and fuel neutral, providing all resources access to wholesale energy markets  ● Some RTOs/ISOs have created organized rules governing competition and generation bidding into the energy markets



Changes in Industry - Renewable 
Development, New Technologies 
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Changes in Industry—Renewable development, new technologies ● Because of market forces, public policies, new technologies, US generation portfolio is undergoing a dramatic shift



Industry – Renewables – Technologies 

2016: FERC Office of Energy Projects Infrastructure Update of New Generation in-service for 2016 
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● Take a look at 2016: Natural gas and renewable generation projects in terms of installed capacity is almost identical—7371 MW of installed capacity of new gas projects have come online thus far in 2016, compared with 6383 MW of new wind, solar, hydro, and biomass  	● Shale gas plays altered US electricity playing field, providing cheaper, cleaner burning fuel while also enabling expanded renewable energy development ● As the industry relies on cleaner, more efficient fuels, we are determining whether our market and reliability rules should be revised in response to these changes 	● For example, this year we’ve held technical conferences on various issues related to electricity transmission, generator interconnection, storage, reliability, and renewable energy 	development



FERC actions accommodating renewable energy, new technologies 

• Order 1000 – Reforms the Commission’s electric transmission planning and cost allocation 
requirements. Aims to correct deficiencies with respect to transmission planning processes, cost 
allocation methods, and public policy requirements (e.g., state renewable portfolio standards) 

• Order 745 – Removes barriers to the participation of demand response resources in wholesale 
electricity markets. Requires organized wholesale energy market operators to pay demand response 
resources the market price for energy, when those resources can balance supply and demand as an 
alternative to a generation resource and when dispatch of those resources is cost-effective 

• Order 828 – A rule modifying existing regulations and requiring newly interconnecting small generating 
facilities  (no less than 20 MW) to ride through abnormal frequency and voltage events and not 
disconnect during such events 
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Industry – Renewables – Technologies 
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● In addition, rules such as Order 1000 on transmission development and Order 745 on demand response are helping bring these new resources into the wholesale markets● Order 1000/competitive transmission: Effort to reform transmission planning and cost allocation requirements  	● Directs grid operators/owners  to consider public policy requirements such as state renewable portfolio standards into their planning processes 	● Currently reviewing whether Order 1000 is working as intended and if other ways to better harmonize regional planning may be needed 		● Effort crucial to developing cleaner, more efficient transmission system ● Order 745/Demand Response: Directed grid operators (ISOs/RTOs) to pay demand response providers the market price for energy in place of traditional generation when such resources can reliably balance supply and demand in a competitive, cost-effective way 	● Recently upheld by the Supreme Court of the United States 	● Recognizes maturity of innovative demand-response industry and encourages conservation on a broad scale ● Order 828/Frequency response: Order requires small generators (no less than 20 MW), often renewable resources, to meet same reliability standards as traditional resources 	● Acknowledges growth of renewable industry and maintains reliability  ● Non-negotiable—the reliability of the grid remains our chief focus



Electricity Storage Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Docket No. RM16-23-000) 

• Establish a participation model consisting of market rules that, recognizing the physical and 
operational characteristics of electric storage resources, accommodates their participation in the 
organized wholesale electric markets, and  

• Define distributed energy resource aggregators as a type of market participant that can participate in 
the organized wholesale electric markets under the participation model that best accommodates the 
physical and operational characteristics of its distributed energy resource aggregation 

Gas and Electric Coordination 

• Order 809 (April 2015): Directed jurisdictional gas and electric entities to better coordinate scheduling 
practices for gas and electricity needs 
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Storage ● Next big game changer ● The Commission last month issued a proposed rulemaking aimed at removing any barriers that may be preventing storage and distributed energy aggregation resources from participating in organized wholesale electricity markets 	● Proposed rule directs RTOs/ISOs to revise their tariffs to establish a participation model consisting of market rules that accommodates storage resources in organized wholesale markets 	● In short, we are saying storage doesn't have to participate in markets in the same way a generator, load or demand response resource would 	● Rather storage should be able to participate in a unique way that allows its potential to be realized ● Our proposal also would allow individual resources in the distribution system to aggregate and directly in organized electricity markets Gas/Electric Coordination ● And on the traditional resource side, as gas takes up a greater share of the US fuel mix, my agency has implemented rules to harmonize the gas and electricity industries ● This important effort has helped the two industries better coordinate their scheduling practices and information-sharing, critical to ensuring supply adequacy 



Collaboration with ANEEL 
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Collaboration with ANEEL ● These are just a few of the steps we are taking to address the changing nature of the US energy sector ● I believe we share much in common with Brazil, and I am hopeful we can learn from each other going forward 



Collaboration with ANEEL 

Memorandum of Understanding between ANEEL, FERC 

FERC and ANEEL intend to exchange technical information about, as follows: 

• Experiences and best practices related to the integration into the grid  
of renewable energy, distributed energy resources and demand response 

• Smart grid development 

• Monitoring and oversight of wholesale energy markets 

• Planning and reliability of the electric system  

• Energy storage technologies 
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● The most important lesson we’ve learned in the US is to embrace diversity 	● Resource diversity is the key to maintaining reliability and affordability ● Renewable energy must play a greater role and in doing so we should provide supportive services to ensure reliability of the system ● I believe our careful but open, nimble approach will provide the rules necessary for expanded renewable resources and remove barriers to integration and technological advancement ● I look forward to learning from you and strengthening our relationship
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Thank you!
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